Kendra On Top (Series 5)
16 x 30’
EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Return of the Jayde-Eye
Kendra declares war on a tell-all book her mother is rumored to be writing. Ready to take her
career to the next level, Kendra hires a new manager and publicist who share the news of a
possible Girls Next Door reunion. Kendra invites Jessica to go to Sundance to party, but when
poor planning forces the girls to stay with Jayde Nicole, former Playmate of the Year and friend of
Holly, the party is threatened to derail before it even begins

2. Snowblinded
Kendra is haunted by rumors of her mother’s tell-all book while partying with Jayde and Jessica at
Sundance and blows off steam with pro snowboarder, Louie Vito. At a house party later that night,
Kendra let’s loose and tests how far she’s willing to go with two hot, new friends. When Hank
questions if she’s broken his trust, Kendra has an explanation. Troy calls with surprising news on
The Girls Next Door reunion.

3. Where’s the Beef
Kendra and Jayde question the likelihood of a Girls Next Door reunion. Kendra fears her mom’s
rumored tell all will damage her relationship with her dad. Kendra asks LaVance for details on her
fractured family.

4. Facing the Music
As Kendra and Jayde’s friendship grows closer, Jessica is feeling left out. During a recording
session, Kendra is surprised when LaVance reveals that her brother wants to meet with her.
Kendra worries that reconnecting with Colin will lead to more public outbursts. Hank expresses
concern about welcoming the family back into their lives. Kendra wants to believe in second
chances, but feels like she must protect herself from more heartbreak.

5. The Birthday Presence
Kendra confides to her father that she and LaVance are fighting over her mother and brother. Talk
of a Girls Next Door reunion causes Kendra to reflect on the past and question if she has any
regrets. Kendra & Jayde shoot a sexy video for Hugh Hefner’s 90th birthday, but the fun ends
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abruptly when Jessica is late and accuses Kendra of being insensitive. When Kendra tells Hank
that she thinks Jessica has changed, he reminds her that real friends are hard to find.

6. Out of Tune
A meeting with an Australian TV producer offers some exciting opportunities for work and play.
Distressed by her recent fight with Jessica after the video shoot, Kendra offers her best friend an
apology and makes a surprising offer. When LaVance pushes Kendra to meet with her brother,
she explains that it’s not that easy and questions whose side he’s on. Kendra gets a welcomed
call from the Playboy mansion.

7. Kendra Down Under
Kendra accepts a new acting gig in Melbourne, Australia and takes Jessica along for some much
needed girl time. When Kendra meets her acting partners, she realizes she’s not as prepared as
she should be. A text from LaVance makes Kendra question their friendship and her family ties.
Kendra reunites with a special friend and marks the occasion by taking the plunge and finally
getting a tattoo.

8. Melbourne To Be Wild
Kendra shoots a pilot and walks the red carpet in Australia. Back home, Hank meets with
LaVance to warn him about the consequences of trying to reunite Kendra with her brother. Hank
explains he has been in that position before, and it’s not as easy as LaVance thinks. Kendra
reunites with her dad, Eric, when he and his wife Amy come to Melbourne to visit.

9. Close Quarters
As their Australia trip comes to an end, Kendra and Jessica spend some quality time at a beach
house with Eric and Amy. Eric surprises Kendra with news of an upcoming move. Amy shares her
past with Jessica, while Eric urges Kendra to reunite with her family and asks Kendra to deliver a
message. Kendra invites Eric and Amy to stay with her in Los Angeles, but with certain conditions.

10. Reunion
Kendra’s happy return home from Australia is cut short when she gets word from her brother that
her grandmother has suffered a stroke. Mum Mum’s passing leaves Kendra feeling isolated from
the family, but a reunion with Colin gives Kendra hope that reconciliation is in the future. Kendra
prepares for her grandmother’s funeral unsure of how her mother will react to her being there. Eric
and Amy support Kendra.

11. Meat the Parents
Kendra let’s LaVance know that she and Colin have reconciled. LaVance shares information about
her mom, Patti, and pushes Kendra to reach out to her. Girls Next Door reunion planning leads to
a meeting with former roommate, Bridget Marquardt. Kendra’s dad, Eric and his wife Amy arrive in
LA for what could be an extended stay.
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12. A Bridget Too Far
After years of no contact, Kendra and Bridget Marquardt meet face to face to confront their public
feud. They discuss Girls Next Door reunion, Holly and their past. Kendra looks for a sign from
beyond and releases some pent up pain when she meets with a psychic who works to heal
Kendra’s relationship with her mom.

13. Girls Gone Amy
Colin contacts Kendra about coming to San Diego. Kendra is upset when Jessica invites Amy to a
girl’s night out. Hank surprises the family.

14. Parting Gifts
Kendra says goodbye to her childhood home while her Mom is next door. Kendra hopes to reunite
Colin with his father Eric gets emotional when he sees pictures of his young children.

15. Lust in Space
Tensions run high on Kendra’s music video set. Kendra invites her brother to a BBQ, but it causes
family stress when he worries his dad might show up.

16. Home Runs
Eric surprises Colin with an unexpected visit. Bridget gives Kendra a special gift. Eric offers
Kendra parental advice. Kendra sees her music video.
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